
There might have been times when you must have questioned yourself, 'why am I not 
happy?’

The answer could be right in front of you.

Happiness is an instinctive emotion, yet we are entangled in our everyday affairs that we 
unknowingly ignore ourselves of being content at times. As a human being, we are 
functioning in the physical sphere, intellectual, emotional, and the spiritual. We are 
constantly working in a rhythm, processing from one state of mind to the other, being 
completely oblivious of our emotions. Naturally, we will feel deprived of happiness.

We need to understand we will only be happy and at peace when we keep our dimensions in 
harmony. Our happiness can only multiply when we are connected and in the balance of our 
state of being. When we learn how to use our insights and channelize the emotions well.

Only when we know how to take a proper care of our physical being, our life in the distinct 
phases will shape well. When we spend time in the nourishment of our intellectual being, 
we take rational decisions and bring a proper order into our lives.

To live the life with success and attain happiness, it is mandated to keep the mind in focus 
and never fall behind feeling despair, bringing self-hatred.

As Swami Vivekananda says, “Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life — think of it, 
dream of it, live on that idea. Let the brain, muscles, nerves, every part of your body, be full 
of that idea, and just leave every other idea alone. This is the way to success.”
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LIFE SHOULD NOT BE ONLY LIVED,.
IT SHOULD BE CELEBRATED.
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TEACHER’S DESK
From the

There has been a substantial change in the education 
system worldwide. We often hear of terms like the 
teacher as a facilitator and a new age learner. If we 
take a closer look at the education system we find 
that there has been a paradigm shift. Schools and 
teachers used to be the source of knowledge, a place 
where children obtain education and wisdom.

It is believed that a student has the access to 
information through the internet. The role of a 
teacher thus becomes quite important where s/he 
help the student to understand to use the information 
well and in manner.
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Seldom are days, when a teacher asks students to cram 
the subject lessons. Teachers are now encouraging 
more to think differently and creatively so the students 
are even more ready to accept a challenging role and 
beat any adversities. 

However, with challenges, expectations of the peers 
always follow. It is, thus, the responsibility of the 
teacher who must guide and help the student how to 
work their way through the adversity and succeed. It is 
now the time for the parents to join hands with the 
school to equip the children face greater challenges of 
life.
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES - PLAY, LEARN AND GROW TOGETHER

 (Winners of Dribble shoot Rebound score at DDPS, Govindpuram) 

INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION

DPSGV Buddies Aranyam Dewan, Saurabh Barat, and 
Jasleen Kaur participated in the interschool 
competition 'CREO' held at Nehru World School, 
Ghaziabad. Among all the competitions held there, 
Aranyam Dewan bagged the trophy, winning the first 
prize in clay modeling. He used his creativity to make 
various 3D insects with clay to create 'Insect World'.
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TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS
Teachers plant the seeds of knowledge that grows 
forever.

Keeping this in mind, class Prep Tulip of ECCE Wing 
beautifully conducted morning assemblage on eve of 
Teacher’s Day. The little ones showcased their gratitude 
for their teachers by presenting a lovely ‘Thank You’ 
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Special Assembly on Teachers day by class 4-RoseSpecial Assembly on Teachers day by class 4-Rose The students had put up a stupendous show showing 
gratitude to their teachers. The principal wished and 
blessed one and all present there.
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ANNUAL FUNCTIONS

ATULYA BHARAT -  ECCE RITUYEIN - CLASS 1 & 2

Delhi Public School Ghaziabad Vasundhara celebrated the 
annual function of classes 1 and 2 on September 3rd, 2017. 
The theme of the function was Rituyein Harmony in Nature. 
It was indeed a spectacle, teaching the little ones that every 
season of the year has its own beauty and significance.

The programme was full of enthusiasm and vibrating colors. 
The chief guest of the day was Sri Uday Shankar, a renowned 
cartoonist, illustrator, and a painter. The Director (H.R) of  
DPSG Society and Chairman DPSGV, Mr. Rohit Pathak 
graced the occasion with his presence and inspired the 
students with his motivating words.

The chief guest applauded the children and the school with 
his inspiring and vitalizing words. The Principal of the 
school, Dr. Jaishree Bhargava also addressed the gathering 
stating the importance of such programmes which help the 
students learn a variety of things beyond the classroom. 
Parents were also overwhelmed seeing the enthusiastic 
performance of the children. They deeply praised the hard 
work and dedication of the programme which no doubt made 
it a complete success.
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'Starz of ECCE presented a cultural extravaganza  -  
Atulya Bharat'

This spectacular production was an attempt to capture 
the magnificent beauty and culture of different states of 
India. The function was presided by Mr. Rajesh Kumar 
Yadav (ADM, Ghaziabad), Mr. Gurucharan Singh 
(Dronacharya Awardee), Mr. Ajay Kumar Bansal 
(Dronacharya Awardee) and Mr. Anshul Pathak (Vice 
Chairman and Treasurer of DPSG Society).

Student's created a beautiful ambiance of ATULYA 
BHARAT through their performances. Students 
astonished the audience with their synchronized 
movements in their performances. The programme was 
full of excitement and created many beautiful 
memories. The parents were overwhelmed seeing the 
enthusiastic performance of the children. They deeply 
praised the challenging work and dedication of the 
programme. They felt connected to the school through 
their little ones and were awed by their performance 
and wanted more of it.
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LET THE TIME DECIDE

Obviously, the folds and lines on your face,
Symbolizes the misery overshadowing its grace.
Why sound worried, why this distress,
Either it be merry, either it be a mess.
Down in the corner; low spirited some,
Or needless happy few try to become.
Few made it visible; few try to hide,
What stays behind is the path you tried.
Let complications be; give yourself a while,
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Recall that for few, you are a reason to smile.
Let problems be tough; let them turn dense,
Believe only after blackout; daylight commence.
You are turning back, recompiling your trail,
Will realize sun showering without any fail.
The storm has ended; you deformed into new,
Likewise fade away the night leaving dew.
Quote it as destiny; when not in hands.
You might be making castle in sands,
Let the honesty work; leave sea with tide.
Let the time decide...Let the time decide
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POEM

A Special session taken at DPSGV to 
reiterate good touch and bad touch in 
order to make our children aware and 
alert for their safety.
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On 2nd September School organised a 
workshop on Career counselling with 
Mr. Jitin Chawla for class 9th & 10th.
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